Cornell Notes

Record, Reduce, Recite, Reflect, Review

10th Grade

Advisory Activity
Video: Cornell Notes

• What are the three Cornell Notes sections?
• What are the first three steps for Cornell Notes in the video?

(Click on picture to play video)
Cornell Notes: 3 Sections of Paper

1. Note Taking Area
2. Cue Column
3. Summaries
Cornell Notes: First 3 R’s

- **Record**
  - Meaningful Facts and Ideas

- **Reduce**
  - Key Words in Cue Column

- **Recite**
  - Cover facts
    - In Note Taking Area
  - Say the Fact or Idea
Cornell Notes: Reflect and Review

- Reflect
  - Create a short summary

- Review
  - Study your notes frequently to better retain the information
Will Rogers was born on November 4, 1879 to a prominent Cherokee Indian family in Oklahoma. He started his show business career as professional cattle roper in the circus. His career included starring in 71 movies and writing more than 4,000 political satire columns in newspapers. By 1930, he was one of the most popular Americans. One of his most famous sayings was “I never met a man I didn’t like.” In 1935, he died in an airplane crash while traveling to Alaska.
Will Roger’s Story: Take Cornell Notes
Use the 5 R’s

• Record
  – Meaningful Facts and Ideas
• Reduce
  – Key Words in Cue Column
• Recite
  – Cover facts
    • In Note Taking Area
  – Say the Fact or Idea
• Reflect
  – Create a short summary
• Review
  – Study your notes to better retain the information
Cornell Notes: Partner Share

• Share your Cornell Notes with your partner
  – Compare and contrast your notes
• Each partner recites their
  – Facts and ideas
  – In the note-taking area